1 We usually stress the first part of compound nouns, e.g.
airport, bedroom, daydream
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2 We usually do not stress suffixes, e.g.
action, joyful, teacher
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1
Part 1: Read aloud

How many times did
you read after the
demonstration? Circle
the medal.

1

Date:

1 We usually stress the first part of compound nouns, e.g.
airport, bedroom, daydream

Ben is talking to Sally. Listen to their conversation. Pay attention
to what Sally says.

A

Then repeat after it.
How often do you watch a film?

Speaking skill 1
Ben:

2 We usually do not stress suffixes, e.g.
action, joyful, teacher

Pay attention to the tenses
used in the questions.

A

Listen to the recording and pay attention to the first part of the words.
Then repeat after it.

Pronouncing words using appropriate stress

When was the last time you watched a film?

1

Sally: I watched a film last month.

14 Listening, Reading, Writing
and Speaking units
Date:
custom-designed for public and school exams

Who did you watch the film with?

10–12

6–9

Test point

Test point

um about dinner tonight. Listen toA whole new world!
the correct answer or choose the best
the circle. The conversation will be
marks @ 2 marks)
1

Rick’s family can eat roast chicken on

2

What do Rick’s family have for dinner?

March.

A

B

C

Tips

What do Rick’s family probably have after dinner?
A apple pie
B chicken pie

n eat roast chicken on
C potato chips

4

What day
is it today?

Petmate (by Matt Chiu)

D sweet and sour pork

Why does Mum want to give Dad a surprise?

March.
Reading

A Dad has to work overtime.
B It is Dad’s birthday.

C getting people to buy the products
D showing people the latest inventions around the world

10

3

Marks

A bored
B calm
Joanna is reading
a leaflet. Read the leaflet.

A 6:15 p.m.

4

Date:

1–6

Price: $2,030

A advertising a website

5

You want to talk to a French lady but you can’t
speak French? Now you can! Just put on this pair of
earpieces. The translator will translate the lady’s words
into your own language and help you reply in French.
It can translate 155 languages.

10

★
Price: $1,760

For pet owners, Petmate is a must-have. When your cat
is hungry, this robot will have the food and water ready
in 30 seconds. When your dog is bored, it can play ball
15
games with it. Petmate can even clean the fish tank!

3

In line 21, ‘aroma’ means

.

Do you
any ideas for newC inventions?
Write to
A ahave
nice smell
a song about food
ideas@newworldeshop.com!
B a picture of food
D a type of food

Write the correct answers. (4 marks @ 2 marks)
4

36

5

C getting people to buy the products

Visit our online shop for a full list of creative products on sale.
D showing people the latest inventions around the world
For each purchase over $2,000, you can get an extra $200 off!

Joanna is writing a diary entry. Help her
complete a part of the entry. Fill in the blanks
with ONE word.

B

Answer the question in a complete sentence. (4 marks)
5

Do you have any ideas for new inventions? Write to
ideas@newworldeshop.com!

25

36

Joanna’s uncle is full of creative ideas. Why would
he be happy to see the leaflet?

Read paragraph 1
carefully.

Tips
Read paragraph 1
carefully.

Who jumped out of the toy box?

4

What did they do? What did you say?

o work overtime.

‘-or’, ‘-less’
Target skills introduced at the beginning of each unit as revision hints

(c)

1 Look for connectives or relative pronouns which link different ideas, e.g. since, so, which.
2 Use our common sense or knowledge of the world.

More information about the target skill can be found on page 14 of P6 Exam Skills and Strategies Booklet.

?

gift for Dad.

What can he do
to pass the time?

20

Now use the
information
in Part C to
writing.
finish the

7

What did the dinosaur/dog/knight/you do? Why?

to when playing
basketball in the

8

How did you feel?

9

What happened at last?

More information
about the
target skill part
can be found
on page 4 of P4 Exam Skills
Strategies
Booklet.
Clarissa
started
taking
in competitions
at
the
age
of and
eight,
and Mrs
A and
beef
ribs
carrot
soup

Part 1

D lamb chops and corn soup

Calculate your marks

Happy weekend

A give her some water
Test point
Rhyming words have the same
A she believed the school principalending
was
agive
good
teacher
e.g.her
‘bed’
and ‘red’.
B sound,
the
menu

C

have 15 minu

tes to finish

the

Dher
Larry
Sara isB telling
her dad about
newwere
school.
Mrs Hanson’s
instructions
very strict

3

Who is
English
2teacher?
Sara is
C Sara’s
she felt
lonely
A five

A Marten’s Music Centre

D Mitchel’s
Get the popcorn
ready! Music Centre

4 years
What
will Elsa do on Sunday?
old.
C Shirley
B Wong
seven

C nine

D she wanted to quit dancing

B Shelly Wong

an adventu
re.

34

.

4

3

A Daisy

5

!

D ten

A go hiking

B Macy
C Nancy
B go shopping

B

C

D

Tipsexams
14 units modelled on public and school

D sad

D

Page 15

20

Our next cover story will be: 20 cheap ways to live a happy life

 Listening audio recordings with normal and fast speeds

45

Guiding students step-by-step from generating ideas to completing different writing tasks

15

For those of you
want toplay
knowthe
what’s
going on in the world and don’t
A who
He could
violin.
have the time to read the news, this article gives you short and clear updates
B He did not like rainy days.
on the latest international news.

Sara will not watch the adventure film with Eric because

A He did not bring an umbrella.

.

B He was bored.

A she does not like adventure films

feel in the end?

.

Remember to stress
D Chung’s Cake Shop
Units arranged in 5 levels of difficulty the first partC Heofhadthe
a camera with him.
D He went out in the morning.
highlighted
words.
4 Why
did Nate want Tina to be with him?
A
B
C
D
C She liked snakes.

38

B she does not like the actor in it

's family have dinner?

The world
in a nutshell
3 Which
of the following is true about Nate?

C Chow’s Cake Shop

5

46

Page 11

Hong Kong’s jaw-dropping views in the countryside are perfect for hikers.
This article gives you comprehensive information on the top 20 hiking trails
for everyone. It has all the details about the hikes you need to know: where
to start, the route to A
take, places to eat, views
B to enjoy and so on.
C

Sam is a skilful player. He teaches me many things.
4

10

Page 7

Best trails in Hong Kong

D Tracy

C have a family lunch at home
Where does Sara go with her best friend on Friday after school?
A
D watch a magic show
A Cheng’s Cake Shop
8
B Ching’s Cake Shop
4 Which of the following is Aunt Alexa?

5

Page 5

Do you always spend more time looking for a good film than watching it? No
2 When Nate did not find his friends in the park, he felt
problem. We have it all solved. Here’s a list of the best films for the first half
of the year. It’s film time!

D Sylvia Wong
Which of the following is Sara NOT going to do at the weekend?

Who is Sara’s best friend?

We play football too!

Where was Nate before he went to the park?

Are you bored of cooking the same old recipes? Try out these fun breakfast
B Martha’s Music Centre
ideas to make the most of your time in the kitchen. Follow Martha Tsang and
C of
Matthew’s
Music sandwiches
Centre and more.
learn new ways
making pancakes,

We take pictures of the greenish blue lake.
A Sharon Wong

Bec

oming a
One day
robot
, I woke
up and beca
me a robo
t. I had

1

Think out of the box

Clarissa’s
comment.
C Puppies’ Sports
Day
D tea
C Jerry
A Mrs Hanson scolded
her and hit her a lot
D Speedy Racer

B

Page 2

the best
answer
blackening
theancircle.
The story
Get toChoose
know Paul
Chan
as theby
star
ice skater and
ordinary
young man
will the
be played
two out
times.
(18his
marks
@ 2 marks)
beneath
glory. Find
about
childhood,
career, his coach and best
friend Simon Lee, and his family.

What does Ryan say about the games?

We have fun in the big playground there.

• save

story. You

TipsBuilder
You will hear some sentences.
Which
word brother.
from
sentences
1
is Sara’s
A the
Dream
City
Read and think about
with
‘three’?
A Gary
2 rhymes
Clarissa
used
to cry almost
every day because
B Escape from
Ghost
Hospital
the lines
before
and after
A free .
C
see
B Harry
B knee

• jump

me to prepare a big meal.

10

Part 1
Cover
story:
King of to
thea ice
Claire
is listening
story on the radio. Listen to the story.

Tips

D she wanted Clarissa to be world-famous

July 20XX

Happy Life Monthly

make recommendations

50
My classmate Sam and I go to the countryside every weekend.

44

C excited

Remember to stress
the first part of the
Dino is reading the contents page of a magazine. Read the contents page.
highlighted words.

the circle.

D take their order
Sara is talking to her friend Eric about weekend plans. Listen to
B
B she loved ballet
very much
the conversation.
Choose the best answer by blackening the
C
is talking
to Elsa about buying a video game.
B willRyan
circle.
The
conversation
be
played
two
times.
C she wanted Clarissa to be the best dancer
D
(10 marks @ 2 marks)
3 Which video game will Ryan likely buy?

pizza/sugar

B calm

Does Ryan want any soup or salad?

Hanson gave strict orders about her diet, free
hours.
B time,
beefand
ribs sleeping
and potato
salad
‘I cried almost every day,’ Clarissa said, ‘It’sC a lamb
miracle
thatand
I didn’t
quit pudding
chops
chocolate

A

?

42

Tips

Tips

Sam is a text
skilful
player.
teaches
many things.
Read the following
aloud.
ThenHe
listen
to theme
demonstration.
Practice point
andwith
circle theher
medal. mum.
A Sara is playing a game about rhyming words
/10
Date:
Marks
5–7
1–4
Clarissa’s
to8–10theWhich
best
in
because
1 1 You
will hearmum
four sent
pairs her
of words.
pair
ofschool
words
do town
NOT
2 ballet
What
will Daisy
askmainly
the waiter
to do?
rhyme?
Tips
.

What did you say?

What should he
pay attention

Further consolidated in Challenge

the circle.

Identifying different sounds

dancing back then!’

Record the
time
you used and (minutes)
circle the
medal.

• escape

of difficulty for progressive
enhancement

2 While listening, pay attention to information about the future.

Listen to the recording. Choose the best answer by blackening

I

future?

Predicting the likely development of the topic

and Test point

What happened next?

next?)
(What happened

cheerful

Happy weekend

Underline the stress of each word. Then3listen to the recording and
My classmate Sam and I go to the countryside every weekend.
Units arranged in 5 levels
repeat after it.Practice point

Listening skill 1

Who appeared suddenly? What did it do?
Suddenly,

6

Some advice
to Mike

(d)

and ‘-ful’ are
suffixes.

Understanding the connection between ideas

is talking
toHanson.
his sister Daisy in a restaurant.
A Ryan
because she was a huge fan of the school’s
principal,
Mrs

Picture (c)

ham/cheese

la/mango juice

careless

Some words have similar sounds. Pay attention to the sound of it when listening for a keyword,
e.g.Mrs
Anderson
and Edison.
1 sixWhat
Ryan
likely
order?
Hanson
made Clarissa practise for
hourswill
a day
and
six days
a week.

I

eat to make the
healing faster?

5

supermarket/co

15–20

You may use ‘in’ or ‘with’
to describe their looks.

They

What can he

7 • bark

D

Tips

3

jumped out of the toy box.

What shouldn’t
he do?

• watch a magic show

baseball
Read
the following text aloud. Then actor
listen to the demonstration.

Date:
the box.

What did the boy say?

Picture (b)

What should
he do?

15

Where did the boy bring you? What did he do?

and

want to give Dad a surprise?
birthday.

Time

Then he

You may use your own ideas or the following questions and pictures to help you:

(a)

• three times a month

In-depth
explanation of target
skills, accompanied
playground
skilful
1
2
by all-round practice
Tips

2

The boy
2

Remember to stress
the first part of the
highlighted words.

50

• once a week

6 • take photos with funny characters

She started dancing at the young age of five. Her mum sent her to the
Listen to the recording. Choose the best answer by blackening
best ballet school in town because she was a big ballet fan, but above all,

Read your answers in Part B. Complete the table below.

1

2

Tips

More information about the target skill can be found on page 6 of P5 Exam Skills and Strategies Booklet.

C

You are Olivia. You are going to write an email to your friend, Mike, who broke his leg when
he played basketball during the summer holidays. Write at least 100 words.

Sam is a skilful player. He teaches me many things.

did not always like dancing.

37

Becoming a robot (a story)

1

suffixes

We play football too!

It may surprise you that Clarissa Smith, the world-famous ballet dancer,

Challenging questions and tip boxes
developing problem-solving and
higher-order thinking skills

Picture (a)

is writing a diary
e for Mum. He
birthday surpris
words.
Lily prepared a
Write at least 30
Terry and his sister
at the pictures.
You are Terry. Look
you.
entry about it.
pictures to help
words under the
You may use the
(b)

suffixes.

cheerful

We take pictures of the greenish blue lake.

What other activities do you like doing in a shopping

questions in complete sentences.

Writing

d sour pork

Do you like going shopping in a shopping centre?

1 • every day

Using a progressive learning approach to aid students
complete various tasks

ips

We have fun in the big playground there.

5

We have fun in the big playground there.
classmate,
football,
greenish,
We take
pictures ofPractice
thepoint
greenish
blueplayer,
lake.
1
playground
harpening the skills in Practice pointskilful
WeSplay
football too!

37

C

My classmate Sam and I go to the countryside every weekend.

Listening skill 3

family probably have after dinner?

e

careless

Happy weekend

How often do you go shopping?

Who did you do it with?
What did you buy?

To understand the connection between ideas, we can do the following:

B

Tips

You may need to do
some calculations
for (b).

D

Read the following text aloud. Then listen to the demonstration.

When was the last time you went shopping?

Reading skill 5

Tips

C

actor

greenish, player,
skilful

1 Before listening, identify questions asking us about the likely development of the topic. In
these questions, you can often find words about the future, e.g. will, am/are/is going to, next
Read the texts carefully. Choose the best answer and
by blackening
tomorrow. the circle or answer the

… I found an online (a)
selling some interesting
products today. I want to ask Mum to buy the In-ear Translator. It
costs (b) $
, but I really hope Mum would agree
to buy it!

Visit our online shop for a full list of creative products on sale.
For each purchase over $2,000, you can get an extra $200 off!

Speaking
Tips videos and audio
recordings
demonstrating
‘-or’, ‘-less’
the proper
pronunciation
and ‘-ful’
are

Underline the stress of each word. Then listen to the recording and
repeat after it.

1

notebook 5

25

Yum Yum Alarm Clock (by Winnie Wu)
We all know how easy it is to turn off the alarm clock
when it rings. Now, you have one that gives out
pleasant smells and makes you want to get out of
bed. When you set the alarm, you can choose what 20
aroma you want to wake you up. Pancake, toast or
coffee? It’s your call!
Price: $550

Tips

Joanna’s uncle is full of creative ideas. Why would
he be happy to see the leaflet?

‘-or’, ‘-less’
and ‘-ful’ are
suffixes.

3
4

blackboard

You may need to do
some calculations
for (b).

Answer the question in a complete sentence. (4 marks)

B asking people to send ideas on new inventions

★

C

Tips

… I found an online (a)
selling some interesting
products today. I want to ask Mum to buy the In-ear Translator. It
costs (b) $
, but I really hope Mum would agree
to buy it!

Peopleyou
can only
buyone
threethat
products
at the
when it rings.ANow,
have
gives
outmoment.
B People can see more products online.
pleasant smells
and makes you want to get out of
C Petmate is a robot that can look after and play with dogs.
bed. When you set the alarm, you can choose what 20
D The translator is the most expensive product.
aroma you want to wake you up. Pancake, toast or
2 Which of the following is NOT a purpose of the leaflet?
9
coffee? It’s your
call!
Price: $550

Do you want to turn your ideas into something real and sell them to
people?BAre6:30
you interested
Visit p.m.
our
p.m. in trying out others’ fun ideas?
D 8:30
online shop at newworldeshop.com. Here are some of our latest hits!

★

D a type of food

Joanna is writing a diary entry. Help her
complete a part of the entry. Fill in the blanks
with ONE word.

D sad
1 Which
the following
NOT true
the products?
We all know
howof easy
it is toisturn
off about
the alarm
clock

C excited

C 8:15 p.m.

In-ear Translator (by Simon Lau)

7–10

C a song about food

B a picture of food

Yum Yum
Alarm Clock (by Winnie Wu)
Choose the best answer by blackening the circle. (6 marks @ 2 marks)

When does Rick's family have dinner?

A whole new world!

11–14

.

A a nice smell

Write the correct answers. (4 marks @ 2 marks)

and circle the medal.

family have for dinner?

★

In line 21, ‘aroma’ means

Price: $1,760

/14

D She has time to prepare a big meal.

5 point
How does
Rick feel in the end?
RaC
Test

Petmate (by Matt Chiu)

A advertising a website

For pet owners, Petmate is a must-have. When your cat
is hungry, this robot will have the food and water ready
in 30 seconds. When your dog is bored, it can play ball
15
games with it. Petmate can
even clean the fish tank!
Calculate your marks

C Rick has a gift for Dad.

6

D The translator is the most expensive product.

fast

Tips

51

B asking people to send ideas on new inventions

normal

cheerful

Underline the stress of each word. Then listen to the recording and
repeat after it.
A Listen to the recording and pay attention to the first part of the words.
Then repeat after
it.
classmate,
football,
greenish, player,
B

the circle. (6 marks @ 2 marks)

Which of the following is NOT a purpose of the leaflet?

5

notebook

2

centre?

C Petmate is a robot that can look after and play with dogs.

Price: $2,030

You want to talk to a French lady but you can’t
speak French? Now you can! Just put on this pair of
D
earpieces.
The translator will translate the lady’s words
into your own language and help you reply in French.
It can translate 155 languages.

C

Why or why not?

B People can see more products online.

In-ear Translator (by Simon Lau)

actor

careless

classmate, football,
playground

Listen to the questions and answer them one by one. You may use
the sentence structures in Part A to help you. Then listen to the
demonstration.

6

Date:

1–6

A People can only buy three products at the moment.

2

baseball

Do you like watching films? Why or why not?

2 We usually do not stressnotebook
suffixes, e.g.
action, joyful, teacher

Which of the following is NOT true about the products?

Do you want to turn your ideas into something real and sell them to
people? Are you interested in trying out others’ fun ideas? Visit our
online shop at newworldeshop.com. Here are some of our latest hits!

Ben:

B

L istening audio recordings
with normal and fast speeds
catering for greater learning
flexibility

1

Tips

What day
is it today?

7–10

Choose the best answer by blackening

RaC

Joanna is reading a leaflet. Read the leaflet.

Rick is talking to his mum about dinner tonight. Listen to
the conversation. Write the correct answer or choose the best
answer by blackening the circle. The conversation will be
played two times. (12 marks @ 2 marks)

11–14

B

Sally: I watched a film called Save the Puppet.

baseball

blackboard

1 We usually stress the first part of compound nouns, e.g.
blackboard
airport, bedroom, daydream

Calculate your marks
and circle the medal.
Marks

Date:

1–5

What did you watch?

Sally: Yes, I like watching films because it’s relaxing.

/14

Calculate your marks
and circle the medal.

/12

3

Ben:

the word.

Marks

2

1 a stronger sound on) the correct part
2 of
When we say a word, stress (make
Ben:

Calculate your marks
and circle the medal.

Listening

suffixes

Tips

Sally: I watch a film twice a month.

Sally: I watched it with my brother.

5

Pronouncing words using appropriate stress

When we say a word, stress (make a stronger sound on) the correct part of
the word.

Part 2: Expression of personal experience

Speaking

6

Speaking skill 1

Listenaloud
to the recording and pay attention to the first part of the words.
1: ARead
Ben:

Units arranged

2

2

Speaking videos with demonstrations
to facilitate
self-learning
www.oupchina.com.hk
Free Exam Skills and Strategies
Booklet
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Class:
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Name:
Intensive
Name:
is a sixName:
Practice
Skills Intensive Practice
Features:
Series — Level Up 4
Curriculum
Intensive
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Class:
(
Oxford English Practice
the English Language
on public and
designed according to
language
and Speaking units modelled
Class:
Practice
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Class:
)14 Listening, Reading, Writing
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book exam practice series
to sharpen the four essential
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in Hong Kong. It aims
Intensive
Oxford English Practice Series
school exams
Guide for Primary 1–6
— Level Up 4 Skills Intensive
results.
Practice
Practice is skills
book exam practice series designed
a six-of students to achieve better
Oxford English
difficulty
according to the English Language
Units arranged in five levels of
Curriculum
Guide for Primary 1–6 in Hong
Practice
book exam
Kong. It aims to sharpen the four
practice series Series — Level
essential language
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Features:
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Up 4 Skills
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Primary
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school
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Features
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language
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language
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language
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Oxford English
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school exams
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book exam
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Features:
school
Primary
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Features:
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difficulty
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Speaking videos as demonstrations facilitating self-learning
D She was braver than him.

C she has other plans

50

D she watched the film

5

From the story, we can tell that Nate was
A careful
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A
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B kind

C smart

.
D strong
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